
translated by Lindsay Davidson

THE COMPOSER’S ESSAY ON HIS OWN MUSIC

    I  understand music  as  a  pathway  to  learn  universal  truth,  as  a  pathway  parallel  to
philosophy, along with other fine arts. Philosophy, nevertheless, has been an inspiration and
a point for musical reference for me. The musical pathway to the truth is also a creative
pathway  which  I  undertsand  to  be  the  creation  of  new  sound  worlds  which  can  be
accomplished  by  perfecting  technical  compositional  and  artistic  skills.  From  here  I  also
understand musical composition personally, as the spiritual pathway of my life. Even more so
in hindsight, in my view this thought matches Witold Lutosławski’s words about the single
mind of the creative artist,  where the ideal world blends with reality.  Simultaneously,  the
suggestion, expressed as a quasi-question, by Polish writer Wiesław Myśliwski in his novel
Ostatnie  rozdanie:  “Music  is,  perhaps  (...)  a  world  shared  by  the  living  and  the  dead”.
Amongst many possible explanations of these words, I would personally like to point out that
my goal in spe as a composer is a music not yet (ever) heard, nie-erhörte Musik, as György
Ligeti wanted. However, the canvas for realising that goal is an ever expanding awareness of
the achievements of the musical past – the more distant as well as more recent. Learning
this and sharing its understanding with others, in order to facilitate their progress and quest
for the truth also form the mission of my activities as an academic music teacher.

 SOURCES

    With hindsight, it seems that two biographical events seem to be important in interpreting
my development  as a composer.  The first  one is  the  experience of  learning to play the
clarinet in elementary, and partly, secondary music school. I am neither the first, nor the only
Polish composer to have experience in that matter. Marcel Chyrzyński and Paweł Mykietyn,
to recall those two persons, have been more successful at that. Mykietyn even spent some
time as a professional clarinet player, performing the new music repertoire. Contact with the
clarinet as a member of the woodwind family has, however, had a lasting influence on my
later output. During my composition studies I could experiment on my own with the clarinet’s
sound possibilities, i.e. play clarinet multiphonics, micro-intervals or bisbigliando – at least
several years before reaching for some books on new woodwind techniques that catalogue
the possibilities  and fingerings for  them. Just  as importantly,  I  could directly imagine the
mechanism through which sounds are created and modified, about articulation and fingering
models,  on the woodwinds.  Finally,  I  also  had direct  information about  relevant  ways  of
music notation and their interpretation in that group of instruments. The experience proved to
be helpful not only in my own compositions, but also, to a no lesser degree, in my teaching
activities.  Giving classes on Instrumentation, I frequently have to explain issues of sound
production, articulation and other features of the woodwind group to composition students
that have not had direct experience with those instruments, graduating from their secondary
music schools as pianists, for example.
    The other circumstance that seems worthy to mention is my participation in public contests
concerning knowledge about Polish composers: Karol Szymanowski and Witold Lutosławski.
Until the 1990s these contests were quite a popular form of propagating knowledge of the
composers' works and biographies among the  public  and secondary music school pupils in
Poland. In 1992, as a second year pupil of the secondary music school (Liceum Muzyczne)
in Białystok I qualified for the final of a knowledge contest for secondary music school pupils
“Around Karol Szymanowski”, held on the 110th anniversary of the composer's birth by The
Karol  Szymanowski  Music  Society.  One  year  later  I  gained  second  prize  in  a  similar



knowledge  competition  “Around  Witold  Lutosławski”,  held  by  Mr.  Stanisław  Olędzki,  the
director  of  the  former  Artistic  Education  Institutions  Unit  (Zespół  Placówek  Kształcenia
Artystycznego)  in  Białystok.  Both  contests  were  opportunities  for  me  to  meet  some
outstanding members of  the Polish  music  scene.  The jury members in  October  1992 in
Zakopane were, amongst others, prof. Józef Patkowski and Adam Walaciński, whom both I
also met later, during my composition studies at the Academy of Music in Krakow. In October
1993 in Białystok the jury members were Mr. Edward Pałłasz and prof. Jerzy Marchwiński.
Mr. Pałłasz encouraged me to study composition, as I had dared to show him my early works
when he was invited to Białystok as a jury member to the second knowledge contest “Around
Witold Lutosławski” in 1995. That time I also met  Mr. Andrzej Chłopecki; our paths often
crossed in later times. However, my most valued memory from that time is still my meeting
with Witold Lutosławski. He accepted the contest board's invitation and visited Białystok on
October  4th,  1993.  I  would  not  dare  to  say  it  was  a  personal  meeting  with  Lutosławski,
because the closest, and the only contact with the Master, including the prize-winners of the
knowledge  contest,  was  possible  either  at  a  public  meeting  (in  the  form  of  a  press
conference) with school children and students, as well as invited guests and journalists, or,
on the stage of the Białystok Philharmonic Concert Hall, upon the knowledge contest official
prizegiving,  shortly  before  Lutosławski’s  monographic  concert.  However,  the  memory  of
shaking hands with Witold Lutosławski as a 17 year old youngster, as I then was, is one of
the most significant moments in my life.  It  is more so when realising the fact that it  was
practically  the  last  opportunity  of  meeting  him in  person  for  me and  many other  young
people. I could not have known this fact then.
    From  today’s  point  of  view,  studying  the  music  by  Karol  Szymanowski  and  Witold
Luitosławski in relation to their biographies and aesthetic ideas has had a forming influence
on me. It has provided me a sure, aesthetical point of reference while learning about the 20th

century and recent music of other composers. This type of musical learning was also valid in
the case of discovering other composers for myself, and has been expanding my musical
horizon  in  a  spiral  way  till  today.  An  interesting  practical  and  aesthetical  experience  is
observing  the  process  of  broadening  of  the  understanding  of  Szymanowski’s  and
Lutosławski’s solutions in composition in regards to my academic teaching activities. Their
harmonic language as well as contrapuntal solutions form, among others, the matter of my
classes with students of the Composition, Conducting and Theory of Music Institute of the
Academy of Music in Krakow.

FIRST STEPS
1996-2001

    From 1996 to 2001 I studied Composition with prof. Marek Stachowski at the Academy of
Music in Krakow, in a continuous, 5 year Master's Degree mode. For me this was a time of
many directions, my first efforts to establish my own form of musical language. It was also a
time of  my composing  debut  and  gathering  early  experiences.  In  early  1999,  when  the
Academy of Music in Krakow joined the Socrates/Erasmus European academic exchange
programme, I was distinguished, as one of the few first students of the Academy, to study
one semester within my regular studies at a foreign school of music of an equal, university
level.  It  happened  to  be  the  Rotterdam  Conservatory  in  the  Netherlands,  where  I  was
studying composition with Peter-Jan Wagemans. This was a very fruitful period in regards to
building the essential basis of my compositional craft. Practical techniques of working on a
piece were taken into consideration. This concerned gradually moving away from my early
ways of intuitive, quasi-improvisational techniques of composing and radically turned towards
searching for   ways  to organise all  the elements of  a musical  work.  By no means did I
become another follower of total serialism, already old fashioned by that time, but it was at
that  time that  the belief  arose in me that  all  the works that  would define themselves as
masterpieces of the twentieth century are based on procedures defined by the composer
which can be discerned through analysis. These procedures can have various definitions and
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various degrees of ‘accuracy’. Their goal, however,  through synergy, is to provide support to
the composer’s  creative  ideas,  by means of  self-discipline  in  the compositional  process.
Without them, reaching mastery in composition, in regards to governing formal process and
expression is not available. 
    Those years of studies at the Academy of Music in Krakow were also a time for broader
studies  of  music  of  the  past.  Particularly  important  conclusions  for  me personally  came
through detailed study  during the Musical Analysis and Classical–Romantic Forms classes
of the mechanisms and strategies of formal process in sonata form structure, as applied by
the Viennese  classical  composers.  I  learnt  that  the  most  outstanding  composers’  efforts
concentrated  on  creating  variety  from  unity,  following  the  principle  of  logical  formal
development, including also some apparent paradoxes, forming the basis for a psychological
game with listeners. This game was played by all three Viennese classical masters. A good
example of such a paradox with great psychological influence on listeners, at least those
ones that were aware of general rules of sonata formal order, could be the first movement,
Allegro aperto, of the  Violin Concerto No.5,  in A major,  K. 219 by W. A. Mozart.  After a
regular, quite model orchestral exposition of both themes, Mozart introduces, in the solo part,
deus  ex  machina,  a  6-measure  long  Adagio  fragment  of  music,  apparently  unrelated,
(excluding its melodic structure), to the music presented in the orchestral exposition. After
the fragment, the soloist undertakes the first theme of the movement, while the short Adagio
remains seemingly without consequence until  the end of the first movement of the piece,
leaving  a  peculiar  question  mark  in  the  listeners’  minds.  Only  in  hearing  the  second
movement,  Adagio,  does  the  listener  have  the  opportunity  to  understand  Mozart's  idea,
where  the  previously  quoted  fragment  of  music  is  introduced  again  and  subsequently
developed. This psychological game by Mozart then has two levels. On the first level one
experiences  an  absurd  feeling.  On  the  other  level,  a  deeper  strategic  formal  sense  is
restored. It is connected also with appreciation of Mozart’s idea, which binds together two
movements of the piece in a risky, yet excellent way. The essential idea of such managing of
the musical form is the principle of using no more independent key musical ideas – so called
by Witold Lutosławski  - than necessary,  and thus, the aforementioned creation of variety
from unity.
    During my stay in Rotterdam in 1999 I saw that there exist, in Western Europe, published
books  cataloguing  knowledge  about  new performing  techniques  for  various  instruments.
Previously  I  had  only  known  famous  articles  by  Witold  Szalonek  and  Bruno  Bartolozzi
concerning woodwind instruments, published in “Res Facta”. They threw light on the path
and  made  way  for  further  research,  but  did  not  supply  composers  with  solid  points  of
reference. Much later I learnt that  IRCAM in Paris undertook research efforts followed by
publications in the matter as early as in 1980. The first such book I came across in 1999 in
Rotterdam, was Les sons multiples aux saxophones (Salabert, Paris) by Daniel Kientzy, with
two audio tape cassettes enclosed. The cassettes contained recordings of multiphonics from
the saxophone family referred in the book’s tables. Moreover, I found out, that the tables or
charts in the book were set to match needs of composers, presenting their parameters and
profile  for  use  in  compositions.  The  book  convinced  me  to  keep  developing  my  own
experiments with the clarinet, that my own clarinet sonority and technique explorations made
vital  sense  and  should  be  developed,  and  that  one  should  deepen  one's  knowledge  in
respect of all other instruments. At that time I started to feel a need to compose in a manner
that reflected in notation and textures those particular, unique features of instruments used.
In other words: a need to compose in such a way, that direct copying of the violin was not
playable on the oboe, nor vice versa, because of idiomatic textural and articulational content,
designed  for  indicated  instrument  only.  The  content  would  be  based  on  particular
construction and acoustic features of a particular instrument, affecting its technique. Such an
approach would require me to keep broading my own knowledge in the matter, and therefore
I have been continuing this process till today.
    The piece from the time of  my composition  studies  which  shows  perhaps the most
interesting,  from  today’s  point  of  view,  results  of  my  early  period  development,  also  in
regards to the above described quest for compositional method for instruments, is Soliloquy
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No. 2 – Landscape of Frozen Thoughts for bass clarinet and 20 bowed string instruments.
The piece was my first  step into spatial  composition,  which,  since 2011, has become an
important area of my composing activity. I wrote Soliloquy No. 2 in summer of 1999, shortly
after coming back to Poland from my semestral stay in Rotterdam. The choice of the bass
clarinet as solo instrument was quite natural for me. It was dictated by my personal affinity to
the clarinet  family  as mentioned  above,  on one hand,  and based on observation  of  the
prestige of the bass clarinet as a solo instrument in Dutch musical society. It would not be
possible  without  the activity of  Harry Spaarnay,  the excellent  Dutch clarinettist,  who  has
brought out the bass clarinet’s sound values for several decades, so that in Western Europe
it is one of the essential instruments in chamber and larger ensembles of new music. In the
Netherlands, including Rotterdam Conservatory, moreover, the bass clarinet has been taught
as  solo  instrument.  In  Middle  and Eastern  Europe,  on the contrary,  the  bass clarinet  is
treated principally as an orchestral instrument, not predestined for solo playing. The situation
in Poland is slowly changing for the better, however, due to the needs and aspirations of
more and more composers of the middle and young generation, who, including me, at the
turn of 20th and 21st century studied abroad, either during regular studies or after graduation,
and have observed other approaches to the use of this instrument, among others, in new
music society. An important influence on the change of point in that matter has, last but not
least, the activity of Michał Górczyński, a very important figure among new music performers
in Poland today. Michał Górczyński, playing as a member of Kwartludium Ensemble and a
solo player as well as improviser, brings out the bass clarinet, and recently, the contrabass
clarinet  as  well.  He gave the Polish  premiere  of  the  original  version  of  Gerard  Grisey’s
Anubis Nout diptych for solo contrabass clarinet (1983), (on 11.22.2015 in the Contemporary
Art Center, Centrum Sztuki Współczesnej, in Toruń). I have had the pleasure to cooperate
with  him  since  2003.  Neither  Soliloquy  No.2,  nor  later  Concerto  for  Bass  Clarinet  and
Orchestra were written for him, although Michał Górzyński has both pieces in his repertoire
and has performed them several times.
    Soliloquy No. 2 – Landscape of Frozen Thoughts  is an area where I tried to apply my
individual  version  of  chain  technique  –  the  technique  called  by  Witold  Lutosławski  and
meaning a particular polyphonic overlapping of beginning and concluding portions of music
belonging to different formal or textural chain links. The basis for this technique, in my case,
lay in  my harmonic research on similar,  chain construction of  layers built  from four note
chords based on a diminished triad with minor seventh. The chords have colour that I found
intriguing at that time. Coupling the two consciously constructed choices regarding material
resulted in an unexpectedly good result, which was defined harmony and yet multilayered,
complex texture of the string orchestra accompanying the soloist. This became possible due
to the variety of articulations and textures of the chain links applied in the string orchestra.
The result, in my opinion, would not be possible without the factor of spatial placement of the
instruments:

    
   I would like to emphasise that the spatial placement of instruments in the piece is structural
in its character. Such placement of the performing forces is one of the crucial concepts of the
piece and therefore affects notation in the score as a radical reorganisation of instruments in
the score system on the page. The reorganisation is an effect, not a cause of the idea. It
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matches the notation to the conductor’s point of view. The spatial placement of the string
orchestra matches the general idea of the piece, as a soliloquy – a conversation of the solo
player  to  him-  or  herself,  for  which the string textures provide multilayered,  contrapuntal
background (see the score example on page 6). 
    The first performance of the piece took place on 06.11.2000 in Tarnów. The solo part was
performed  by  Piotr  Lato  accompanied  by  the  Tarnów  Chamber  Orchestra  (Tarnowska
Orkiestra Kameralna) under the baton of Tomasz Tokarczyk. This is the only of my pieces
written during my composition studies that has survived, if I would be allowed to take my
liberty to say so, according later history of its reception. In 2000 Soliloquy No.2 was awarded
the main prize in the category ‘string orchestra with a solo instrument’ during the Second
Andrzej  Panufnik  Young Composers Contest  in  Krakow.  In consequence,  the piece was
performed during the winners concert in the Witold Lutosławski Polish Radio Concert Hall
(Studio Koncertowe Polskiego Radia) in Warsaw, by the clarinettist Krystyna Sakowska and
members of the Polish Radio Orchestra in Warsaw under the baton of Wojciech Michniewski.
The performance was recorded by the Polish Radio and retransmitted by the Polish Radio
Second  Programme.  In  November  2007  the piece  was  performed in  Odense,  Denmark,
during the Musikhøst New Music Festival, by Michał Górczyński accompanied by the AUKSO
Tychy Municipal Chamber Orchestra (Orkiestra Kameralna Miasta Tychy AUKSO) conducted
by Marek Moś. In 2014 the piece was published by the Polish Music Publishers in the form of
performance material set. 
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MASTERING GESTURE, STRUCTURE, FORM
2001-2010

    In 2001 I graduated with distinction in my Master's degree from prof. Marek Stachowski’s
class at the Academy of Music in Krakow. I presented as my Master's thesis  Concerto for
Alto  Saxophone  and Chamber  Orchestra and,  as  my diploma text  thesis  Face to Face.
Confrontation  of  Postmodernistic  Approaches  in  Output  of  Selected  Dutch  and  Polish
Composers, written under supervision of  dr. hab. Krzysztof Szwajgier. The same year I was
granted  a  scholarship  from  NUFFIC,  the  Dutch  Organization  for  Cooperation  in  Higher
Education,  for  a  year  of  postgraduate  studies  in  the  Netherlands.  That  enabled  me  to
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continue  my  studies  with  Peter-Jan  Wagemans  at  the  Rotterdam  Conservatory.  These
studies were completed in June 2002 and as my final thesis I presented Symphony No.1. In
October 2002 I was employed on a ¼  contract as an assistant teacher at the Academy of
Music in Krakow. Since then I have continuously been a member of the teaching staff at the
Academy. I will try to describe this sphere of my activity more broadly below. I would like only
to mention here that in November 2006 I gained my doctoral degree of musical art in the
artistic discipline of composition and theory of music in the speciality of composition. For my
doctoral  thesis  I  presented:  The  Ways  of  Structural  and  Formal  Integration  of  a  Large
Musical Form in my Symphony no. 2. Autoanalysis of the Work in a Context of Inspiration by
Textural  and  Formal  Solutions  Applied  by  Alfred  Schnittke  in  his  Selected  Works  for
Orchestra and for a Solo Instrument and Orchestra From 1984-1994. The thesis was written
under the supervision of prof. Anna Zawadzka-Gołosz.
    Symphony No.1  was written in 2001-2002 and commissioned by the Warsaw Autumn
Friends Foundation with financial support by Ernst von Siemens Musikstiftung in Munich. I
received  also  several  creative  scholarships  from  the  Ministry  of  Culture  and  National
Heritage as well  as commissions for new pieces, i.e. from Deutschlandfunk for the piece
Caspar  Hauser’s  Friends.  That  time  I  started  cooperation  with  Michał  Górczyński  and
Kwartludium Ensemble. For Michał Górczyński I wrote  Inquietude  (Nieuspokojenie) (2005)
for  solo bass clarinet  and for  Kwartludium Ensemble,  in the same year,  Always Present
Yearning (Stale obecna tęsknota). The ensemble included the piece on their first recorded
CD published by DUX recording company in 2008 (Kwarludium, DUX 0596) and performed
the piece many times in Poland as well as abroad. Since 2006 I have cooperated also with
Kwadrofonik Ensemble. The pianists from the ensemble, Emilia Sitarz and Bartłomiej Wąsik
as Lutosławski Piano Duo, premiered my piece Rozedrgranie for two pianos in 2006 during
the Marek Stachowski International Contemporary Music Performers Contest in Krakow. For
that performance they were awarded among others, a special prize for the best performance
of  a  piece  by  Polish  composer.  For  the  Kwadrofonik  percussionists,  Magdalena
Kordylasińska and Miłosz Pękala in 2008 I wrote  Two Percussion Pieces: The Accusation
Act in a Form of a Rondeau and a Letter Unfinished... A Letter Discovered... .  In the years
2007-2010 I  wrote  Differance for  two pianos and percussion (two players)  for  the whole
Kwadrofonik Ensemble. The first movement of the piece was premiered in 2008 in Wrocław
during Musica Polonica Nova festival, while the whole piece was premiered during Warsaw
Autumn festival and was commissionned by the festival. In 2006-2008 I was also a member
of the Warsaw Autumn Festival Programming Board. I left the Board on my own request,
after I had realised during two subsequent editions of the festival, that such programming
work was not my destiny and did not satisfy me. I had, however, access to many scores
submitted to the festival, as well as was being delegated as a Warsaw Autumn observer to
‘Märzmusik’ contemporary music festival in Berlin in 2007. Those experiences have been
valuable for me in regards to development of my aesthetics and ideas about technique in
composition. A similarly influential experience was my participation in the Summer Courses
of New Music in Darmstadt, Germany in July 2008. The same year my piece Un...rhetorics/
Rhetorics of un... (Retoryka niedo-.../Niedo-...retoryka) for string quartet was distinguished in
the International Witold Lutosławski Composition Contest.
    In the period between 2001 and 2010 my pieces were, after a debut in 2000 with Soliloquy
No.1  The  Boiling  Hot  Mind for  ensemble,  performed  5  times  during  Warsaw   Autumn
International Contemporary Music Festival (Symphony No.1 for 20 instruments – 2002, The
Kaspar Hauser Friends for ensemble – 2004,  Hommage a Tadeusz Kantor for orchestra –
2005,  Rozedrgranie for 2 pianos – 2007,  Differance for 2 pianos and percussion – 2010).
From 2007 to 2010 I participated in the Promotion Programme for Young Composers held by
the Krzysztof  Penderecki  European Music  Centre,  managed by Mrs.  Adrianna Poniecka-
Piekutowska.  Her  efforts  enabled publishing  of  a  CD with  my orchestral  music  in  2009:
Wojciech Ziemowit  Zych – Works for Orchestra (DUX 0722), containing  Symphony No.1,
Concerto for bass clarinet and orchestra and Stirrings of the Will. The pieces were recorded
by Podlasie Opera and Philharmonic Orchestra (Orkiestra Opery i Filharmonii Podlaskiej) in
Białystok  conducted  by  Przemysław  Fiugajski,  with  Michał  Górczyński  as  the  soloist  in
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Concerto  for  Bass Clarinet  and Orchestra.  Also  thanks to  the promotion efforts  by Mrs.
Adrianna Poniecka-Piekutowska, Polish Music Publishers (Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne)
started a publishing cooperation with me in 2009. Four of my works have been published
since  then:  Symphony  No.1,  ISMN  979-0-2740-0643-3,  Concerto  for  Bass  Clarinet  and
Orchestra, ISMN 979-0-2740-0644-0,  Stirrings of the Will for orchestra, ISMN 979-0-2740-
0642-6,  Soliloquy No.2 – Landscape of  Frozen Thoughts for  bass clarinet  and 20 string
instruments – as  performance materials for hire.
    Since 2006 my pieces have also been performed abroad. In January 2006  Symphony
No.1 was  played  by  Deutsche  Sinfonie  Orchester  (DSO)  Berlin  conducted  by  Martyn
Brabbins  during  the ‘Ultraschall’  contemporary music  festival  in  Berlin.  In  December  the
same year,  due to the initiative  of  Mr.  Jerzy Stankiewicz  my chamber  pieces were also
performed in Moscow. In late October and early November 2007 a few of my pieces were
performed during the Musikhøst Contemporary Music Festival in Odense, Denmark. During
the festival my piece  Un...rhetorics/ Rhetorics of un... (Retoryka niedo-.../Niedo-...retoryka)
was premiered by the Silesian String Quartet. In early May 2010 Aleksander Kościów and
me were invited to an open public rehearsal of our pieces in Kings Place in London during
the London Sinfonietta Festival 2010. Members of London Sinfonietta performed a selection
of miniatures from my cycle Hommage a Győrgy Kurtág for violin and bass clarinet.
    In the artistic sense,  the years  2001-2010 were a period of  various,  multidirectional,
intense composition explorations.  First  of  all  I  tried to work  out  some ways of  managing
musical material and narrative in large musical forms whilst my developing knowledge of new
instrumental techniques led me to explore musical miniatures. I also tried to establish some
key features of my harmonic language. Around the half of the first decade of the 21st century
I was strongly influenced by fascination with Alfred Schnittke's music. This fascination can be
seen in my doctoral thesis. However, a little later my discovery of Győrgy Kurtág's music
made me work extensively on musical miniatures; a form, that has become for me an area
for inquisitive  exploration  of  instrumental  sound and mastering of  my musical  expression
understood as a “musical gesture”. Analysis of Kurtág’s music ensured that my own intuitive
researches steered me in a similar direction at least from the time of Symphony No.1.
    I understand musical ‘gesture’, after Tadeusz Wielecki, as a  formal unit within a piece
which is self-contained in reference to its inner logics of musical tensions,  texture(s) and
narrative potential. I think, that to some extent, the musical gesture is an inheritor of meaning
in a structure of musical form, which used to be associated in the music of the 18 th and 19th

centuries, as well as in 20th century neoclassical style with motive or phrase. In the simplest
sense, the musical gesture can be the same as motive or phrase, but more often it means a
complex textural unit, that cannot be reduced to merely melodic occurence and may be a
part  of  or  whole  local  cross-section  of  texture  of  a  piece.  The  idea  of  gesture  and
constructing of a musical form in relation to a metaphor of musical gestures influenced the
contruction of many of my pieces, both chamber and orchestral or ensemble, written during
this period. The phrase ‘musical gesture’ is a measurably recent attempt to give a name to
the  unit  of  musical  dramaturgy,  but  certainly  such  units,  fitting  the  category  of  musical
gesture,  can be encountered frequently  in  the music  of  the 18th and 19th centuries.  The
example below (the opening measures of  Symphony no. 1) reflects my early research into
the matter. On the system presented on the next page there are two units of the gesture-like
type. The first one is the opening chord from the woodwind instruments, the other, stemming
from the low sound of the tuba solo is more compound in its shape:
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    Another example is a fragment forming a closed,  double layer  gesture from the first
movement of Hommage à Győrgy Kurtág for violin and bass clarinet (2005-2006):

 
    
   Musical gestures can create a mosaic or caleidoscopic narrative, as it is in the case of
Inquietude for solo bass clarinet (2005):
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    Stirrings of the Will  (2005-2006) is an orchestral piece, which I treated as a study of
gestural narrative. The title is derived from Arthur Schopenhauer’s philosophy. I discovered
Schopenhauer’s philosophical output at that time, thanks to the excellent Polish translations
by Jan Garewicz. Musical inspiration for the piece was also Symphony No. 5 (1990-1991) by
Per  Nørgård. The musical narrative in the piece is to a certain degree based on building
musical gestures, which incorporate use of the whole orchestra as well. In  Stirrings of the
Will I explored possibilities of the use of various types of musical gestures in single musical
gestures with regards to the degree of their unification or complexity. With this I discovered
that properly selected textures can provide an interesting type of orchestral tutti sound, which
is  simultaneously  homogenuous  (recognisable  as  a  unity)  and  combined  with  a  fluent,
permutative change of colour:
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    The next step towards development of my personal musical language through gestural
formation  of  the  musical  narrative,  was  combining  such  microformal  thinking  with  a
deepening  need  to  explore  the  individual  colour,  technique  and  articulation  of  particular
instruments. This stemmed out from the above mentioned deepening of my knowledge of
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instruments. The synergy of both  processes of compositional development with time led me
to  use  musical  gestures  as  more  and  more  compound  sound  complexes,  synthesising
multiple performing techniques, articulations and textures. One of the first examples of this
type is the piece Retoryka niedo-.../Niedo-...retoryka for string quartet (2007). The example
below is the beginning of the second movement of the piece, Poco adagio:

   

    In regards to mastering structure, or the organisation of sound material in the harmonic
sense, a departure point for me in 2001-2010  was modal thinking. An example of this is the
opening chord from Symphony No.1, (see the example on page 8) containing 8 notes (A1, B
flat 2, g3, e4, d5, a flat 5, f6, b6) used later in the course of the piece as a mode and serving
to create chords and lines. Over time however, my solutions in that area tended towards
including the full twelve note scale and looking for individualised ways of organising it. An
important stage of my explorations in this matter was the period of work on Symphony No.2
(2004-2005).  In  this  piece I  worked on inventing  ways  of  extending  a four  note  melodic
motive, as source material, into longer phrases containing from 5 to 12 notes. Extensions of
the source motive and its quasi-serial permutations (including use of melodic inversions and
retrograde forms) were simultaneously both a scale and a series. New notes were added to
fill  eventual 8- or 10-note scale or 12-note series. The phrases were equally important to
each  other  in  all  the  extended  variants  and used as  both  melodic  as  well  as  harmonic
material in all the four movements of the piece. Through the reference to the common source
of the 4-note cell I tried to manage the structure of the piece in its overall form in a way I
would describe as providing variety in unity – a feeling of consistency of musical material in
spite of its numerous variants at  higher levels  of musical  syntax in the piece.  A detailed
description of my material construction methodology in  Symphony No.2 is contained in the
first chapter of my doctoral thesis.
    Another, different example of this search that did not tend towards post-dodecaphonic
solutions is the piece Always present yearning (2005) for violin, bass clarinet, percussion and
piano. In the whole piece 12-note material is used as a scale (not a series) for both the linear
and vertical planes. In the furthest extent the melodic plane becomes an exposition of the
scale in a heterophonic stratification of the textures in the bass clarinet, marimba and violin,
supported with  auxiliary  chords on the piano (Always Present  Yearning,  third movement,
Lento, measures 12-13):
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    Being inspired by the compositional practice of Alfred Schnittke, I was also striving to
deepen  my  attitude  towards  sound  material,  through  assignment  of  monogrammatical
meaning to certain source note-groupings in some pieces. I observed that  Violin Concerto
No.4 by Schnittke was built over musical monograms from Schnittke himself as well as other
persons  of  a  particular  personal  importance  to  the  composer  –  Gidon  Kremer,  Sofia
Gubaidulina, Arvo Pärt (the two latter monograms appear only in the fourth movement of the
work).  Moreover,  the transcription of monograms was done by Schnittke according to the
same  approach  as  BACH's  name  –  the  letter  names  change  into,  first  of  all,  letters
corresponding to musical  pitch  letter  names,  or  solfeggio  names,  or  a selection  of  such
letters from name and surname, to have their direct musical ‘substitutes’. In Violin Concerto
No.4 by Schnittke the monograms are filled up to a 12-note series as well, on the condition,
that the structure of a monogram does not contain the same notes repeated, as in case of
the composer’s monogram, which  consists of 7 notes: a-f-e-d es-c-h in a German reading of
the musical pitch names. Monograms together with their serial extensions are used among
others in my piece Rozedrgranie for two pianos (2006). The sound material within the piece
is presented in a particular texture and sonority stemming from the technique of piano key
repetition in both pianos dominating in the piece. In the example below the BACH monogram
appears with its serial extension:
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    Development of my composition technique and musical language between 2001-2010 was
also realised with respect to formal solutions. My own invention in that matter, inspired by
Paweł Szymański’s solutions (I particularly refer to the quasi-algorhythmic process of formal
development in his piece Partita No.3 for amplified harpsichord and orchestra, 1984-1985), is
subjecting general formal development to special vector processes. An example of such a
solution is my piece Hommage à Tadeusz Kantor for orchestra (2003). Polymorphic musical
material is gradually looped and shortened and subsequently the looped fragments are sped
up or slowed down in the character of a spiral loop. In the example below, the shrinking of
musical material speeds up, both in regards to note rhythmic values (caleidoscopic change of
the musical material  at  first  happens every half  note, and, from rehearsal number 37 on
every crotchet) and to the tempo (from rehearsal no.37):
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    For  me the  most  important  piece  among those  written  between  2001  and  2010  is
Differance  for two pianos and percussion. The title is inspired by  a definition of Jacques
Derrida’s  key  philosophical  idea  from his  essay under  the same title.  I  was  working  on
Differance for around 3.5 years and it has therefore been a particular composing experience
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for me. It is the largest musical form I have ever written. The recording from the premiere of
the whole piece during Warsaw Autumn 2010 lasts about 105 minutes. First and foremost it
is the piece which focuses all of my composition techniques and artistic research presented
above.  A  sensitive  attitude  to  the  instruments’  sound  and  articulation  is  entwined  with
structural thinking based on material derived from personal, autobiographical monograms.
On the other hand, there are certain particular solutions in the piece that are not used to such
an extent in my other works. One of them is, undoubtedly, the multidimensional contrapuntal
scaling of material. This is, particularly in the second movement of the piece, imitation of one
instrumental part by other parts using various augmentation relationships. This process can
be  applied  to  single  parts  or  groups  of  parts  and  the  relations  of  dux-comes  type  are
continuously changing interplay among the four performers. This interplay, perhaps, might be
metaphorical, musical interpretation of the philosophical idea of the differance, as formed by
Jacques Derrida: “Thus, différance is the name we might give to the "active," moving discord
of different forces, and of differences of forces, that Nietzsche sets up against  the entire
system of metaphysical  grammar,  wherever this system governs culture, philosophy,  and
science.”.  The  processes  create  the  above  mentioned  spiral  loops  giving  impression  of
acceleration or decceleration of musical events, as in the example below:

 
   
   The fourth  movement  of  Differance,  Parting,  is  based  on  a  particular  type  of  formal
process. The context is both the technical meaning of separation on one hand, and more
existential, poetic character of a farewell on the other. I tried to combine both senses in the
musical construction of the fourth movement of  Differance. It consists of 12 miniatures and
every subsequent one is shorter than the preceding. The last one is only 4 measures long
and lasts around 12-15 seconds. The sound category in the movement becomes saturated
with refined means -  piano harmonics as well as marimba and vibrafone harmonics:
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   Differance, I think, was the final work of my development phase of the years 2001-2010.
While  working  on  the  piece,  I  redefined  my  attitude  towards  sound  in  general.  I  would
describe  this  redefinition  as  moving  from  a  preference  for  structural  qualities  to  more
inquisitive thinking about colour and quality of sound, in regards to a thesis, put forward by
Gerard Grisey in one of his manifests, about composing with sounds instead of composing
with notes. Therefore my pieces written after completing Differance belong to another period
of my output, and thus require a separate description. With regards to reception, after the
premiere during Warsaw Autumn Festival 2010,  Differance has had varied comments from
critics. However, for this piece I was nominated to a prize of Polish music society ‘Polish
Music Corypheus’ in the category ‘Personality of the Year’ for the year 2010. Piotr Roemer,
graduate of  the Academy of  Music  in  Krakow,  devoted his  Master's  thesis  written  under
supervision by dr. hab. Małgorzata Janicka-Słysz to Differance.

THE EIGHTH ELEMENT OF MUSIC
2011-

    Since late 2010 a new line has begun in my compositional development. It has been a
combination and extension of tendencies previously present in my work. The first one is a
more  careful  instrumental  sound  treatment  as  well  as  the  above  mentioned  strive  for
inquisitive  composing  through  the  individualised  and  ‘idiomatic’  character  of  particular
instrumental parts. The second one is a change that has been realised with regards to my
approach to harmony and the related question of the treatment of microintervals. The change
has also been connected with the relation of microintervals to composing within the equal
temperament tuning system. The third one has been coming back to spatial composing first
applied in Soliloquy No.2 – Landscape of Frozen Thoughts.
    Without doubt an influence on my research into individualised sound has been the internet
revolution of the turn of 20th  and 21st centuries. One of the results of this has been much
easier  access  to  specialised  materials  on  new  instrumental  techniques  for  various
instruments. This access has been made due to easy publication or online sharing of such
materials. Thanks to the many websites devoted to the matter I could extend my knowledge
as well as test it in my composing practice. On the other hand, Polish composers can now
purchase orchestration and new techniques handbooks published in Western Europe as well
as in the US. In recent years I  have gathered and extensively used a collection of such
handbooks, particularly in regards to new techniques on woodwind instruments, for both my
composing and teaching activities. Apart from handbooks and specialised websites, last but
not least, a key factor has been easy access to scores and recordings of recently composed
music. They have provided me a source for multifarious inspirations. Among them, the most
essential  have  been  scores  by  Gerard  Grisey,  Per  Nørgård,  and  later  also  Salvatore
Sciarrino, Beat Furrer, Helmut Lachenmann and Fausto Romitelli.  All the composers have
made  individual  use  of  a  rich  catalogue  of  modern  articulations  and  techniques  on
instruments. Helmut Lachenmann and his graduates, i.e. Mark Andre, have also developed
neo-sonoristic  object-like  treatment  of  instruments  and  use  completely  new  methods  of
sound  production.  Salvatore  Sciarrino’s  output  proves  though  that  discovering  new
techniques within the natural construction features of instruments, i.e. woodwind fingering
systems, or sound production ways, is still possible. 
    The change of my attitude towards harmony has been the result of deeper learning about
Gerard Grisey’s music, thanks to a Master's thesis by Jan Topolski,  a pioneer in Poland,
called  Gerard Grisey’s  Interpretation of  Spectral  Music.  Through inquisitive  analyses and
numerous score, graphic and sonographic examples found in the thesis I gained an insight
into Grisey’s inspirations and composing technology. In several of my pieces I have tried to
adapt some ideas of spectral harmony. Learning Grisey’s music has also affected my attitude
towards  use of  microintervals  and their  application  in  building the horizontal  and vertical
planes in composition. I had made several attempts to include microintervals previously, but
did not have enough reason to justify reaching outside of harmony constructed within the
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equally tempered tuning system, thus, in practice, outside of the harmony of 12 separate
pitches. Only learning of Grisey’s solutions and explorations gave me a foundation for my
own research. I believe today that the French spectralists have restored understanding of
European music microintervals  as a natural  component of any sound being an harmonic
multitone. I understand the idea of a microtone not to be primarily melodic intervals smaller
than a semitone, but all pitches that lie outside of the system of equal temperament with its
predominant keyboard-like organisation of 12 pitches in an octave and the semitone as the
smallest  unified unit of division. Awareness of the natural presence of nontempered pitches
among partials  of  a  sound  and  their  influence  on  musical  practice  has  become of  vital
importance to me. Observations concerning the late compositional experiments by Győrgy
Ligeti are also a source of this awareness. They were led independently from the French or
Romanian spectralists. They were focused on specific tunings of string instruments, i.e. in
Violin  Concerto,  as  well  as  a  return  to  the  pure  overblowing  (valveless)  way  of  sound
production on horns in the same work. In both cases the resultant harmony is extended out
of  the  borders  of  the  system of  equal  temperament.  These  observations  led  me to  the
conclusion that the fall of the system of equal temperament that happened in the late 20 th

century  was  analogical  to  the  fall  of  the  major-minor  tonality  system  at  the  end  of  19 th

century. The equal temperament system is still used as a basis by numerous composers that
have composed after the fall of major-minor tonal rules. The furthest possible consequence
of equal temperament as the basis for pitch material distribution in composition has been the
incidental or systematic use of all 12 pitches in an octave. Several differing solutions of that
attitude  appeared,  of  course  after  Schoenberg  and  his  pupils,  in  the  music  of  Olivier
Messiaen, Witold Lutosławski as well  as Pierre Boulez, Karlheinz Stockhausen and other
composers  belonging  to  the serial  and postserial  styles.  However,  in  his  electroacoustic
music Stockhausen sought a way out of the system of equal temperament. However, in my
opinion, only the appearance of spectral music gave composers access to a firm basis for
working  with  many  more  separate  sound  pitches  than  12,  due  to  the  attractive  timbral
sonority and scientific acoustic research into its foundation.
    In a practical sense, in regards to my composing research, the awareness of the fact has
resulted in a synergy between the sphere of seeking new instrumental techniques and an
effort  to  fit  them within  frames of  my explorations  in  regards to non-tempered harmony.
Perhaps the clearest examples of such a combination are  Postgrammar by Miłosz for 15
instruments in spatial placement (2011) and Roundflow/Throughflow/Outflow for 8 amplified
cellos in spatial placement (2014). The first of the pieces is a study of postspectral sound
organisation within an attempt to recreate the overtones of the harmonic spectrum of A1
sounding up to the 16th partial, using advanced techniques, articulations and textures. There
is also a tendency, by the way, to establish the individual character of all the instruments:
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  Roundflow/Throughflow/Outflow, on the other hand, is an attempt at self-reinterpretation of
the harmonic rules from Soliloquy No.2 – Landscape of Frozen Thoughts, in regards to newly
established harmonic language criteria.  In  Roundflow/Throughflow/Outflow initial  four note
chords based on thirds (and, subsequently extended to eight note complexes) are subjected
to transcription through natural, non-tempered overtones, considering in particular 7th, 11th

and higher overtones. As a result, natural microintervals emerge in the texture of the piece.
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Their pitches can be quite faithfully reflected by means of harmonic notes that are further
overtones of the cello’s strings, (i.e. 7th, 11th, and higher) as in the example below:

 

    I  would like to stress,  that  in  both the above mentioned pieces spatial  placement  of
instruments  is  used.  Spatial  pacement  is,  in  my  opinion,  the  sphere  of  compositional
research that has most significantly influenced the direction of my development in recent
years and, I think, enabled me to realise my most individual solutions. In my view, there is no
unified or standard approach with  regards to the spatial placement of performing forces in
order to achieve the full acoustic panoramic scope of music, however, there is a considerable
range  of  viewpoints  regarding  the  concepts  in  this  area  -  from  the  movement  of  the
musicians on the stage of a concert to the radical distribution of performing forces around the
audience,  to matching the spatial  concept  of  a piece to individual  dimensions of  concert
place, where a premiere or performance is planned. Moreover, to this aspect there is the
additional tendency among composers to include the idea of real movement of either sound
itself or performers while playing in a composition.  For some time the latter issue has had a
supporting  solution  provided  by  computer  music.  The  use  of  specified  numbers  of
loudspeakers as well  as sending a spatially directed electroacoustic signal is widespread
today through means of various technological platforms connected with preferred software
applications. 
    In my explorations to date regarding this matter all the above mentioned spheres of spatial
placement issues have been considered. Each of my pieces has a separate and unique idea
concerning the use of spatial placement. Gesture and Pulse for spatially amplified solo violin
(2010) in the only case when a performance without the spatial amplification, that is, without
spatial  sound  projection,  is  permitted.  In  all  other  pieces,  particularly  those  for  larger
ensembles,  spatial  placement  is  considered  to  be  structural,  and  therefore  an  essential
element of my compositional idea. Thus, it becomes, within my music, a new parameter, the
eighth  element  of  music,  which  is  of  equal  importance  to  the  other  seven,  traditional
elements of music: melody, articulation, dynamics, rhythm, tempo, harmony and colour. My
research in regard to spatial music stimulated my interest in electronic music devices that
enable panoramic movement of sounds in a concert hall. This is the method of realisation of
solo violin spatial amplification in Gesture and Pulse (2010). The eight loudspeakers serving
the directed spatial amplification are placed around audience seats:
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   The order of amplification signal routing changes is precisely notated below the violin part
in the score. It has the form of a miniature of all the loudspeakers set within the concert hall.
A black square indicates current direction of the amplification signal: 

   The sound engineer’s amplification part in the piece becomes an accompanying part to the
soloist, because changes of signal routing are musically synchronised with the violin part.
The  premiere  of  the  piece  took  place  during  Musica  Polonica  Nova  in  Wrocław,  on
27.04.2012. The violin part was played by Anna Kwiatkowska and the amplification part was
performed by Marcin Rupociński. The piece was also selected for performance during ISCM
World Music  Days 2013 in Kosice,  Slovak Republic.  It  was performed on 07.11.2013 by
Slovak violinist  Milan Pala.  It  was the decision of the festival’s  organisers to perform the
unamplified version of the piece. 
    Postgrammar by Miłosz for 15 instruments (2011) was the piece in which I returned to the
idea of spatial placement of instruments I had used in Soliloquy No.2 – Landscape of Frozen
Thoughts.  It  was  not  a  mechanical  return.  Similar  placement  in  regards  to  a  mixed
orchestration of the piece, on the contrary to homogenous strings accompanying the bass
clarinet could not result in similar effect. That was due to dissimilar types of sound production
of the instruments used. However, I implemented certain new solutions also on the grounds
of the spatial placement of instruments. Contrabass and tuba were placed along the length of
a rectangular concert hall and provided the sound axis for the whole ensemble. The positions
of the other instruments were set in order to have a reasonable correspondence to the sound
production type among instruments placed at the edges of the hall.  A special idea in the
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piece was using an amplified harp placed outside the hall, and ideally, in an adjacent room,
so that it could be heard both acoustically as well as through loudspeakers:

 

   I wrote  Postgrammar by Miłosz on a commission from the Sacrum-Profanum festival for
Dutch ensemble ASKO|Schoenberg, which premiered the piece on 16.09.2011 conducted by
Etienne Siebens. 
    The spatial  placement  of  instruments  combined  with  mobile  sound  projection  in  the
concert  space  was  used  in  Roundflow/Throughflow/Outflow for  eight  amplified  cellos  in
spatial  placement  (2014).  The  cellists  are  placed  around  the  audience  seats  and  the
loudspeakers are between their positions:

   Such placement  of  musicians  and loudspeakers,  the  combination  of  ideas  applied  in
Gesture  and Pulse as well  as  Postgrammar  by Miłosz  allowed  me to compose textures
including full  panoramic 360 degree movement of  the projected sounds as heard by the
audience placed inside. An additional benefit of such a concept is the possibility of precise
angular  sound  movement  in  a  circle  created  by  the  musicians  and  the  loudspeakers.
Moreover,  such placement  makes it  possible  to realise several  such angular  movements
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simultaneously, which extends remarkably the understanding of polyphony and enriches it
with a new parameter, of spatial movement. This concept could have been exclusively set
into practice by means of electronic music devices. However, I would like to stress that it did
not originate from any existing technological sound engineering platform. Invaluable help in
regards  to  the  matter  was  provided  by  Mateusz  Bień.  He  wrote  a  special  program,
Chromattik 4, designed especially for managing the mobile sound projection in my piece. The
score contains two possible ways of realising the amplification: either by means of pedals,
used by the 'cellists, or by means of another controller device (i.e. MIDI keyboard, or, simply,
computer keyboard) used by an additional amplification performer. The 'cello parts contain
instructions for the use of the pedals, while in the score there is, next to them, a complete
table  detailing  the  scheme  of  signal  routings  for  all  the  loudspeakers.  The  piece  was
commissioned by the Warsaw Cellonet Group and premiered during Warsaw Autumn festival
on 19.09.2014 in the postindustrial Soho Factory Hall in Warsaw. The piece was premiered
with spatial sound amplification realised by MIDI keyboard, without pedals. The performer of
the amplification part  was Zofia Dowgiałło,  while  overall  sound engineering was done by
Dorota Błaszczak. The Warsaw Cellonet group was conducted by Andrzej Bauer.
    Another spatial placement idea was applied in  The Volatile; for piano and percussion
(2015).  The  piece  was  commissioned  by  the  Kwadrofonik  Foundation  on  occasion  of  a
concert by the Kwadrofonik Ensemble members Emilia Sitarz and Magdalena Kordylasińska
in the Xawery Dunikowski Sculpture Museum ’Królikarnia’ in Warsaw. One of the concert’s
ideas was to use the whole first floor of the exhibition facility of the ‘Królikarnia’ palace for
concert purposes. It consists of 6 rooms, of which the biggest and the highest one, having a
shape of rotunda, is central, while the others are set around it. In The Volatile; I attempted to
use the natural  setting  of  the Królikarnia  rooms and set  the piano in  the rotunda,  while
percussion instruments were grouped in small sets placed in four rooms around the rotunda.
It enabled me to include movement of the percussionist Magdalena Kordylasińska through
subsequent rooms and percussion instrument groups in the formal structure of the piece as
quasi-aleatoric episodes called ‘Passes’. The fragments to be played in one room using a
percussion set  placed there,  were called  ‘Positions’.  The ‘Passes’  contain  certain closed
musical gestures that can be repeated several times (with minimum and maximum number of
repetitions given in the score, however). Musical time of the fragments is free, which means
that both parts have the least coordination to each other in regards to points of starting or
stopping playing. While moving, the percussionist plays the kalimba in two first ‘Passes’, and
in the two last plays the waterphone.  The idea of spatial  placement regulates the formal
order of the piece in such a way that the piece finishes when the percussionist, passing in
the ‘Passes’  to the subsequent  ‘Positions’  has described a full  circle  departing from and
arriving at ‘Position 1’:

 

   The idea, although it was developed for a certain building’s interior architectural plan, that
was to be the concert  place,  is more universal,  however.  It  can be realised as well  in a
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minimal variant, exclusively on stage, or in spatial placement in a concert hall.  In the first
case, the percussionist goes in a circle around the piano and all the percussion instruments
are also placed on the stage. In the latter case the piano is put in a central spot of a hall
among audience,  while  the percussion instruments are at  the hall’s  walls  or  at  a certain
distance between the piano and the wall of the hall, in order to form a circle. The premiere of
the  piece  took  place  on  31.10.2015  in  the  ‘Królikarnia’  Xawery  Dunikowski  Sculpture
Museum in Warsaw.
    The above presented spatial concepts do not exhaust my research into the matter. They
are not all of the ideas of spatial setting of performing forces or mobile sound projection that I
have used to date.  The idea of  spatial  placement  of  musicians in  Symphony No.3 as a
distinguished work in this presentation, will be described below. I have excluded two pieces
that have been to various extents  in statu nascendi: - Binomial for two flautists in spatial
movement and Pictor Coeli for mixed choir, percussion and spatial sound projection, where
the spatial element is also treated structurally, as the eighth element of music. The number of
possible directions of composers’ research with regards to the spatial element is certainly not
exhausted. I still plan to compose with its inclusion. I can say that the spatial element has
vitally affected my musical imagination through multidimensionalised impressions of musical
ideas appearing in my mind. Thanks to the spatial factor the impressions benefit by more
spatialised ideas as well as panoramic sound projections.
    As I mentionend above in commenting on particular pieces from recent years, most of
them were commissioned and had their premieres at some prominent new music festivals in
Poland. Gesture and Pulse was also played abroad. In the period several valuable initiatives
have emerged in regards to public promotion of composed contemporary music in Poland,
concerning  establishment  of  databases  about  composers  held  by  various  institutions  or
within the public activity of private persons. Within the process, data concerning my output
and  general  biographical  information  have  become  accessible  on  the  web,  i.e.  as  a
presentation on my publisher’s (Polish Music Publishers, PWM) website, as well as similar
presentation at  www.meakultura.pl, created within a social research project led by Marlena
Wieczorek,  and similar  mentions  on other  information websites  devoted to contemporary
music issues, i.e.: www.culture.pl.

TO BE IN ONESELF IS TO EXPRESS ONESELF,(...)THE GROUND OF EXPRESSION IS
GOODNESS

SYMPHONY NO.3 (2011-2013)

    Following the formal requirements of the essay, I would like to highlight Symphony No. 3
for soprano, baritone, piano solo four hands and chamber orchestra in spatial placement to
words by Emmanuel Levinas in Polish translation by Małgorzata Kowalska (2011-2013) as
my particularly  distinguished  piece.  It  is  a  three movement  piece  with  duration  circa  35
minutes, where all my compositional developments and ideas described above are entwined.
My research in the piece concerns the development of instrumental sound and textures with
new techniques of sound production including, as well as enriched by, spectral elements of
harmonic language incorporating microtones, and, moreover, the spatial concept of sound. In
Symphony No.3, contrary to other pieces from recent years, an important factor of my artistic
expression  is  the  word  –  selected  fragments  of  the  essay  Totalite  et  Infini (1961)  by
Emmanuel Levinas in Polish translation by Małgorzata Kowalska.
    The piece was written on a commssion from the International Music Festival Wratislavia
Cantans, who officially invited me to collaborate. The festival was assigned a grant in the
priority  –  Collections  –  Composition  Commissions  from  Polish  Ministry  of  Culture  and
National Heritage, managed by the Institute of Music and Dance. The premiere of the piece
was under the framework of Wratislavia Cantans Festival in Wrocław Philharmonic Concert
Hall, on 08.09.2013. The performers were: Anna Ciuła soprano, Maciej Straburzyński bass-
baritone,  Lutosławski  Piano  Duo and the Wrocław Philharmonic  Orchestra  conducted by
Szymon Bywalec. 
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    The piece is scored for small orchestra. Most of the parts, including winds, strings and
percussion are double scored augmented by harp and accordion. Such an ensemble is a
favourite medium for many composers, including me, because it presents all the advantages
and opportunities of a large orchestral ensemble, not taking after its disadvantages, i.e. a
certain  acoustical  and  dynamical  lack  of  agility  in  tutti  textures,  or  the  low  degree  of
musicians’ responsibility for their parts in a piece. Moreover, such setting of the ensemble
matches  essentially  the  spatial  idea  of  the  piece.  I  sought  for  a  realisation  of  idea  of
surrounding  an  audience  with  multidirectional  play  of  panoramic  counterpoints  between
opposite instruments of the same or similar kind. There are also some instruments used that
are my personal preference, i.e. alto and tenor saxophones as well as contrabass clarinet.
The latter is still a unique instrument in Poland. The spatial concept of the piece assumes
combination of the spatial factor with the formal development of the whole piece. The piece
consists of three movements:

I. Fade in-ing
II. Fade out-ing
III. The word

   All three movements should be performed without breaks, attacca, although unfortunately
this was not obeyed in the premiere performance. In the first movement the spatially placed
orchestra plays  without  the soloists,  who  are  not  to  be present  in  the  concert  hall.  The
pianists enter the stage only at the end of the movement, shortly before they start playing in
the second movement. The instruction for the pianists’ entrance is marked in the score. In
the second movement, when the pianists join the musical narrative of the piece, the vocalists
are  still  not  present  in  the  concert  hall. No  sooner  than  at  the  beginning  of  the  third
movement, shortly before their first musical entrances the vocalists come into the concert
hall, possibly in an imperceptible way, taking their places in the back of the hall, behind the
last row of seats, at its opposite corners. During the third movement,  the vocalists move
progressively,  both while  singing and silently,  alongside the audience seats,  towards the
stage. Eventually they reach the stage, and at the end of the movement take their places
near  the piano,  on the  left  and right  and  slightly  in  front  of  it.  The idea of  the  singers’
transition is, at least this was my intention, essentially combined with the selection of the
vocal text and its meaning. The whole setting of spatial placement of instruments, as well as
the singers’ transition is depicted on the diagram below:
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   A type of sonority unifying all the three movements of the piece is a compound though
delicate  sonoristic  noise  canvas,  that  is  a  resultant  texture  of  parallel  use  of  multiple
instrumental techniques. It opens the first movement, Fade in-ing, as a quasi-sonosphere, on
page 7 of the score (in the score example below there is only a fragment of the whole system
of the page):
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progressively transforming into distinct and repeating musical gestures (fragment of page 13
of the score):

    The tendency of  putting together initially  ‘inertive’,  static,  quasi-sonospherical  sounds
transformed into  musical  gestures,  and then making the gestures  go toward  bigger  and
bigger climaxes at the end of the movement, describes the formal shape of the movement
and is contained in the title.
    In the second movement,  Fade out-ing,  alongside the featured sonority of the piano,
stemming from the use of harmonics and playing with various percussion mallets and sticks
on the strings inside the piano, another type of gesture starts to predominate. This type has
an  opposite  direction  of  tendency,  that  is  inertive,  tending  to  cease  motion  and  static
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sounding.  In  this  movement  the  sonoristic  element  takes  a  more  rhythmical,  breath-like
shape. However, repetitions of these kinds of gesture are connected with changes in the
acoustical panorama, by means of the fact that they are composed within the texture:

   
   Every time the gestures tend to stop and resonate with sonoristic complexes. An important
component is the non-standard sonority of the piano, and first of all, resonance of its strings
rubbed lengthwise with military drum sticks as well as marimba mallets:
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   The type of resonating sonority gestures binds the whole form of the piece, returning in
various spatial configurations during the third movement, The word. It also closes the form,
appearing as a final gesture. 
    The  harmonic  departure  point  for  the  first  movement,  Fade  in-ing,  were  pitch
discrepancies between harmonic partials of fundamentals E1 and B2 – the lowest available
sounds  for  doublebasses,  contrabass  clarinet  and  trombones.  Theoretically  even  lower
pitches are available for contrabass tuba. However, these were not included, because an
important  factor  in  the  sound  organisation  was  the  possibility  of  spatial  interplay  in  the
concert  space,  also  in  regards to the fundamentals  of  the both  harmonic  rows,  at  least
between two different instruments. The harmonic development of the whole movement is
based upon the discrepancy between nearby opposing partials of both harmonic rows in a
similar register and cumulation of obtained microinterval bands. The techniques of production
of microintervalic pitch deviations of non-tempered partials (used up to the 25th partial in both
rows) match the techniques described on page 8, used in  Roundflow/Throughflow/Outflow
for  8  spatially  amplified  cellos.  In  the  case  of  Symphony  no.  3,  the  opportunities  of
microinterval production are broadened by means of natural possibilities of the woodwinds,
brass instruments as well as similarily treated harp (i.e. the technique of bowing its strings)
and accordion:
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   A particular feature of the second movement of the piece, Fade out-ing, is the solo piano
for four hands, which is lacking in the first movement. Next to the above mentioned technique
of rubbing strings with percussion sticks and mallets, the prevailing sonority is application of
real piano harmonics. I use the term ‘real’  here as opposed to the technique of harmonic
resonance realised by Arnold Schoenberg and Bela Bartok, that is, silent depressing and
holding of  the piano keys to let  their corresponding strings resonate freely,  while  playing
normally  in  higher  dynamic  level  on  keys  in  an  octave  (or  several  octaves)  below  the
depressed  keys,  to  make the non-dampened strings  vibrate.  In  Symphony  No.3,  like  in
Differance, the pianists produce the harmonics playing one hand on the keyboard, while the
other hand touches harmonic positions (or in other terms: acoustical nodes of soundwaves)
on strings on corresponding strings. This way the piano harmonics from second to seventh
partial are produced. The obtained characteristic colour and type of piano key attack also
contribute to the above mentioned solution concerning reflection of non-tempered harmony
by means of extended performing techniques for various instruments. Moreover, the piano
part written for two performers makes it possible to avoid the natural limits of the harmonic
playing technique appearing in the case of performance by a single pianist and, as in the
case of rubbing the piano strings with mallet or stick heads, offers a remarkably developed
textural way of realisation of the technique. It also supports the non-tempered character of
the harmony in the piece:

    The third movement of the piece, The word, combines sonority and harmonic ideas used
in the two preceding movements. Its axis,  and, according to my assumption, its essential
idea, is a message that is the content of the vocal text of the soprano and the baritone.
These are fragments of  the 1961 essay  Totality and Infinity  (Totalite et  Infini) by French
philosopher Emmanuel Levinas (1906-1995). Curiosity was the key factor that made me read
the essay,  published by PWN (Polish  Scientific  Publishers)  in  Polish  translation  by prof.
Małgorzata Kowalska. The reading moved me, however, I did not originally think at all  of
making musical  use of  it.  The thought  I  might  dare to  do this  came to me while  I  was
wondering about the selection of vocal text to Symphony No.3, about two years later. While
reading,  I spotted particularly beautiful  sentences, representing the essence of the whole
reading  and  possessing  philosophical  aphorisms  of  a  highly  poetic  character.  I  cannot
estimate how much the beauty of the language was faithfully carried from the French original
by the translator, and how much this was a result her own interpretation and language gift. In
her  introductory  note  to  the  Polish  edition  of  the  essay  by  E.  Levinas,  Mrs.  Kowalska
described the grammar and vocabulary hardships she had encountered in the course of her
translating work. Nevertheless I assumed, that it would have been a pity, if those particularly
beautiful  sentences by Emmanuel  Levinas had remained some of  many elements in the
mosaic of his lecture, and thus accessible to narrow circle of readers, who would probably
have been focused on following the philosophical matter per se, not paying equal attention to
its  aesthetical,  language characteristics.  I  had an idea to bring out  the most  meaningful
aphoristical sentences by the French philosopher on a pars pro toto basis, without causing
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loss or damage to the overall sense of his work. I therefore compiled selected sentences,
that had particular influence on me while I was reading Totality and Infinity:

‘The origin is what provides the key to its own enigma - what provides the word for it.’

‘Man abides in the world as having come to it from a private domain, [...]. [...] he does not
find himself brutally cast forth and forsaken in the world. Simultaneously without and within,
he goes forth outside from an inwardness.’

‘As a stage the separated being traverses on the way of its return to its metaphysical source,
a moment of a history that will be concluded by union, metaphysics would be an Odyssey,
and its disquietude nostalgia..’

‘Does recollection amount to maintaining oneself in an indifferent region, in a void, in one of
those interstices of being in which the Epicurean gods reside ?’

‘But how can the separation of solitude, how can intimacy be produced in face of the Other?
Is not the presence of the Other already language and transcendence?’

‘The interiority of recollection is a solitude in a world already human. Recollection refers to a
welcome.’

‘[...] the encounter with the Other opens the infinite, [...]’

‘To return to exterior being, [...] is to enter into the straightforwardness of the face to face.
this is not a play of mirrors, but my responsibility. [...] To be in oneself is to express oneself,
that is, already to serve the Other. The ground of expression is goodness.’

‘To love is to fear for another, to come to the assistance of his frailty. In this frailty as in the
dawn, raises the Loved who is the Beloved. An epiphany of the Loved, the feminine [...] The
epiphany of the Beloved is but one with her regime of tenderness. The way of the tender
consists in an extreme fragility, a vulnerability. It manifests itself at the limit of being and non-
being, as a soft warmth, where being dissipates into radiance, [...].’ 1

    The depth of ethical  significance of these sentences, being in my opinion the ethical
foundation of humanly being in the world in general, deserves a separate essay that would
have to exceed the frames of my essay. I would like to point out two selected facets of the
sentences. The first one is perhaps not accidentally a close similarity of the first selected
sentence by Levinas: ‘The origin is what provides the key to its own enigma - what provides
the word for it’ to the beginning of the Gospel according to st. John. The other fragment of
particular  meaning to me is captured by the two next  sentences: ‘To be in oneself  is  to
express oneself, that is, already to serve the Other. The ground of expression is goodness.’
They form my artistic  credo,  being  simultaneously  the  key  idea  of  contemporary  ethical
mission of an artist without 19th century egoism. ‘The ground of expression is goodness,’ and
being a creative artist is a mission to serve the Other – man, society. They correspond also
with Witold Lutosławski’s words in the matter and the attitude of many other excellent artists,
who, being masters in their disciplines, have shared their experience with others, retaining
their personal modesty. 
    The selection of the vocal text is coherent with the spatial setting of the performing forces
in the piece and features an additional symbolic sense. The singers appear initially in the
rear of the concert hall, behind the audience, providing a ‘key to its own enigma’ – the word.
Next,  the  vocal  text  contemplates  the  overall  human  condition  and  the  definition  of
metaphysics by Levinas: as an Odyssey possessing the character of nostalgia, ‘as a stage

1 All the excerpts in the English translation are quoted from: Emmanuel Levinas, Totality and Infinity, translated by
Alphonso Lingis, Martinus Nijhof publishers, The Hague,1979.
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the separated being traverses on the way of its return to its metaphysical source, a moment
of a history that will be concluded by union,’ between a separate existence and its source. I
would like to enhance the presence of metaphors connected with movement, return, mythical
journey and nostalgia in the text.  The two singers, singing their parts,  move towards the
stage in the concert hall along its walls. Their movement happens at moments and continue
to points stated in the score. The points in the score are positions of subsequent instruments.
Also in the case, when the text tells about ‘the straightforwardness of the face to face’  the
situation has a para-scenic dimension, because the vocalists enter the stage from opposite
directions, facing each other. In the two final fragments of the  vocal text, the singers are at
the piano,  in the central  position on the stage,  facing the audience and forming a group
together with the pianists. The situation, closing the third movement and the whole piece,
apart from other possible meanings, reflects in my opinion the general sense of the activity of
musical art: as a human community gathering to realise goodness and beauty.

THE ACADEMIC COMPOSER
(ACADEMIC TEACHING ACTIVITIES)

2002-2015

    After  completion  of  my studies  with  Peter-Jan  Wagemans  and  graduation  from the
Rotterdam Conservatory in the Netherlands in June 2002 I applied for a teaching position at
my  home academy,  the  Academy of  Music  in  Krakow,  Poland.  In  October  2002  I  was
employed for the academic year 2002-2003 at ¼ time as assistant teacher in Composition
Faculty.  That year  I  was teaching Aural Training to Instrumental Department students. In
September 2003 the Academy renewed my employment for another academic year at ½
time with the same teaching duties. The only change was an increase in the amount of
student groups for Aural training. I got similar employment one year later, in September 2004
for another academic year. In September 2005 I was employed ¾ time and for the first time
started teaching  Instrumentation/Orchestration  to  students  of  the  Creativity,  Interpretation
and  Musical  Education  Department  from  the  Conducting  Faculty  and  Theory  of  Music
Faculty. In December 2005 I applied to the Creativity, Interpretation and Musical Education
Department  Board  for  opening  my  doctorate  procedure  in  my  artistic  speciality  –
composition.  Prof.  Anna  Zawadzka-Gołosz  became  my  promoter.  In  September  2006  I
applied for the post of assistant teacher in the Composition Faculty at the Academy of Music
in Krakow.  As a result  of  the selection  procedure I  was employed full  time as promoted
assistant  teacher.  In November  2006 I  made my Philosophy Doctor degree.  My doctoral
thesis  was:  The Structural  and Formal  Integration Ways in a Large Musical  Form in my
Symphony No.2. Autoanalysis of the Work in a Context of Inspiration by Textural and Formal
Solutions in Selected Pieces for Orchestra and a Solo Instrument With Orchestra by Alfred
Schnittke  from  1984-1994.  The  thesis  was  written  under  the  supervision  of  Prof.  Anna
Zawadzka-Gołosz. Upon the decision of the Creativity, Interpretation and Musical Education
Department Board of the Academy of Music in Krakow, on 20.11.2006 I was promoted to
Doctor of Philosophy of Musical Arts in the discipline: Composition and Theory of Music in
speciality: Composition. In June 2007 I applied for the post of  lecturer/associate professor in
the Academy of Music in Krakow. As a result of the selection procedure I was employed full
time as promoted lecturer/associate professor. I have been working in this position till  the
present moment.  
     I have also been collecting teaching experience and have been progressively assigned to
teach more and more students of the Composition, Conducting and Theory of Music of the
Institute of Creativity, Interpretation and Musical Education Department of the Academy of
Music  in  Krakow.  My  preferred  subject  has  been  Instrumentation/Orchestration,  as  a
consequence  of  my  increasing  composition  experience,  but  also  due  to  its  apparently
technological  profile  and  clear  possibility  to  give  technical  assessments  to  students  not
touching the matter of taste. Initially I taught the subject to students of various specialities
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and faculties. However, for several years I have been teaching the subject almost exclusively
to students of the Composition Faculty. I have taken the framework of the subject after Prof.
Marek  Stachowski,  but  have  also  introduced  my  own  teaching  ideas,  stemming  from
observations on students’ needs and the increasing level of accessibility of practically the
complete  orchestral  repertoire  of  18th and  19th centuries  in  the  form  of  recordings  and
scanned  scores  on  the  net.  I  have  to  date  taught  Instrumentation/Orchestration  at  very
different levels of students’ knowledge, including beginners having incidental amateur level
knowledge of instruments as well as advanced composition students at doctoral knowledge
level.  As I  also teach and lecture in  English,  I  work  with  students  from many countries,
including  those  beyond  Europe.  Since  October  2009  initially,  and  for  several  years
continuously  I  have  also  been  teaching  my  author’s  subject:  20 th and  21st Century
Counterpoint,  addressed  to  the  students  of  the  Composition,  Conducting  and  Theory  of
Music Institute. Under the scientific supervision of prof. Anna Zawadzka-Gołosz I have been
also teaching 20th Century Harmony and other subjects contributing to composition: 20 th and
21st Century Composition Techniques, and Fugue. I have also occasionally taught Classical
Counterpoint as well as the above mentioned Aural Training. I have twice been a promoter of
textual Master's theses for the Conducting Faculty and Composition Faculty. Currently I am
promoter for a textual Bachelor Degree thesis in the Conducting Faculty. Moreover, I have
reviewed four composition Master theses at the Composition Faculty, one textual Master's
thesis and four Bachelor Degree theses at the same Faculty. I had general mongraphical
lectures on Arnold Schoenberg and Alfred Schnittke for Creativity, Interpretation and Musical
Education  Department  students  as  well  as  Instrumental  Department  students  of  the
Academy of Music in Krakow. I have also presented my papers at artistic scientific sessions
and conferences. In December 2013 at the Academy of Music in Krakow I presented my
paper:  The  Spirit  Blows  its  Own  Way.  Unorthodoxical  Continuations  and  Extensions  of
Arnold Schoenberg’s Dodecaphonic Idea in the Second Half of 20th Century in Pieces by
Witold  Lutosławski,  Alfred  Schnittke  and  Per  Nørgård. In  February  2014  during  the
conference ‘Symphonic  and Concert  Music  by  Polish  Composers  of  21st Century’  at  the
Frederic Chopin Musical University in Warsaw I gave my paper:  The Spatial Perspective.
Experiences,  Observations,  Conclusions.  In  April  2015  I  presented  my  paper
Roundflow/Throughflow/Outflow  for  Eight  Spatially  Amplified  'Cellos.  Presentation  of  the
Most Important Ways of Pitch Organisation  during the artistic scientific session ‘Microtonal
harmony – conception and perception’ at the Academy of Music in Krakow. In February 2015
I was invited to give a lecture: The Development of Art Music Instruments in the Horizon of
Change  in  Musical  Language  from the Mid-eighteenth  Century  to  the  Early  Twenty-first
Century.  An  Attempt  to  Outline  Trends...  opening  the  Nationwide  Master  and  Doctorate
Student Artistic Scientific Conference ‘ELEMENTI 3. Instrument’ at the Academy of Music in
Krakow.
    Trying to sum up the profile of my artistic and academic activities, as well as looking for
some possible if even remote models, I would like to point out Arnold Schoenberg. Despite
being an autodidact as composer, he was also a valued and respected composition teacher
throughout  his  life,  at  first  in  Vienna  and  Berlin,  then  in  the  US.  Being  both  an  active
composer and composition teacher is close to me as well.  Schoenberg’s example shows,
that such a symbiosis is certainly possible and fruitful. As mentioned above, I have been
accompanied so far by a sense of mission and without resigning from my composing activity
and self-expression through it, I would like to serve other people with the knowledge and
experience I have collected. I believe, that both ways might bring me closer to learning the
truth insofar as weak human means could make it available, in the philosophical sense, to
myself and others.

Wojciech Ziemowit Zych 
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